Building Tools

Brick and Chalk Lines

Brick & Chalk Lines Cotton, polypropylene,

polyethylene and nylon are ideal for most applications in
the building industry. The braided nylon line is particularly
suitable for bricklaying work as it is stronger and more stretch
resistant. ‘FAI 306’ ranging line is the heaviest gauge and is
commonly used for marking out ground on building sites.

Medium Cotton Chalk Line
Medium cotton chalk lines are ideal for
most applications in the building trade
and can be used as chalk or brick lines.
Length: 18 metres
Box of 12

FAI303
£16.59 Ex VAT
£19.91 Inc VAT

Braided Nylon Chalk Line

For use with powdered chalk for
marking between two points to give a
straight line. Braided line resists fraying,
and is also useful for a plumb line as
it does not spin round as conventional
twisted cord.
Length: 18 metres
Box of 12

Twisted Nylon Chalk Line

Twisted nylon chalk lines can be used
as chalk or brick lines. Used with
coloured powdered chalk to mark
between two points to give a
straight line.
Length: 18 metres
Box of 12

Heavy weight twisted cotton line for
use with coloured powdered chalk for
marking between two points to give a
straight line.
Length: 18 metres
Box of 12

FAI302
£17.67 Ex VAT
£21.20 Inc VAT

Orange Poly Brick Line

Made from orange polyethylene these
lines are normally used for giving a
straight edge for laying bricks etc.
Rotproof and waterproof.

FAI304
£20.35 Ex VAT
£24.42 Inc VAT

Orange Poly Ranging Line

Orange polyethylene ranging line is a
heavier gauge than the brick line and is
commonly used for marking out ground
on building sites.

Length: 18 metres
Box of 12

FAI301
£38.22 Ex VAT
£45.86 Inc VAT

Brick & Chalk Line Rolls

Orange Poly Line Braided Nylon Line
Orange heavy-duty
polyethylene brick line.
These lines are normally
used for giving a straight
edge for laying bricks etc.
Rotproof and waterproof.

Thick Cotton Chalk Line

For use with powdered chalk
to give a straight line. Braided
line resists fraying and is
also useful for a plumb line
as it does not spin round as
a conventional twisted cord.
Braided nylon has less stretch
than other lines and is also the
strongest.

Length: 30 metres

FAI300
£13.95 Ex VAT
£16.74 Inc VAT

FAI306
£3.53 Ex VAT
£4.24 Inc VAT

Braided Nylon Line Builders Brick Line
Ideal length for use as a
replacement line for chalk
reels.

Extra heavy weight twisted
cotton line for marking
between two points to
give a straight line.
113g Ball
(4oz / 1/4lb)

Length: 36 metres
FAIC301
£6.04 Ex VAT £7.25 Inc VAT

Twisted Nylon Line

Hardwearing nylon line for use
in many building applications.

Length: 36 metres
FAIC300
£3.17 Ex VAT £3.80 Inc VAT
Length: 100 metres
FAI3100
£4.09 Ex VAT £4.91 Inc VAT

Length: 100 metres
FAIB100
£14.43 Ex VAT £17.32 Inc VAT

Length: 250 metres
FAI3250
£12.27 Ex VAT £14.72 Inc VAT

Length: 200 metres

112

FAIB200
£28.61 Ex VAT £34.33 Inc VAT

Length: 36 metres
FAIC302
£3.21 Ex VAT £3.85 Inc VAT

Length: 50 metres
FAI540
£4.70 Ex VAT £5.64 Inc VAT

Your Faithfull stockist may be able to supply any individual line to the purchaser’s choice for items in a display box of 12.

